TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
minutes, and that the exclamation "Look! (or lo!) there's another!'
was to become so frequent that at last it produced merely laughte:
instead of solemn exultation. I have never seen so many rainbows
and I simply cannot imagine why heaven should have been tossing
out its bales of surplus stock over this one bay on the Devon coast
But the first is always different; and I felt strong enough, aftei
I had seen it, to walk up the lane over the cliff and a little way
inland towards the soft slopes of green grass and red soil. Here
was a new heaven and a new earth; a brook tinkled down the
hill beside the road, a February brook, yet tiny white strawberry
blossoms were mixed up with the tangle of moss and fern and
cresses at the edge, and violets and last year's weeds. The branches
overhead were slim and dark silver and bare, so that you did not
have to seek among the foliage for the bird jubilantly trilling its
rainbow notes. I leant over the low damp-smelling stone wall to
rest and listen, and looked down on the Ley, as they call it there,
die inland lake on the other side of the sea-road across Slapton
Sands. The swans floated about in couples like beautiful white
platitudes, and low above the vivid straw-yellow of the reeds,
.the marsh-fowl flew and quacked, dived and brushed the surface
and fussed among the rushes. The evening sea was now subdued
to the murmur of a silken fan; I seemed to hear it spreading and
closing in broken rhythm all along the broken edge of England;
that edge which is so much more strangely moving now, than its
safer inland meadow and Down and valley. I was tired, but I
wished to see what further loveliness was round the bend of the
lane before I turned to go back.
And there, sudden as a blow, hard and grim and uncompromising
in the middle of the gentle upward curve, lay an old dry skull
with horns, the horns of a rain.
Five for the Symbols at your Door.
That rainbow was too brilliant; it had needed correction. And
the skull alone would have been untrue to life.
This was an amazing day.
The common or party conjurer would come nearest of all men
to working miracles if only he did not know himself how he
worked them. But we Iparn as we grow older that he does know,
and that is why they are called conjuring tricks and not miracles.
"Tricks" ought to have given it away from the start, but we met
the conjurer while we were still credulous children, happy in our
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